1896 Club Members (FY20)

Susan Allen
Scott and Amy Avitabile
Bloomberg Philanthropies
Jerome and Sharon Brotherton
Breanna Caden Frei Foundation
Scott Carter
Raymond and Joanne Chevallier
Conger Family Foundation
James Dettore
Heller Family Charitable Fund
Robert and Signa Hermann
Amy Kaplan
Susan, Casadi and Reid Lawrence
Jerry and Judi Lerman
Barbara Neustadt
James and Valerie Prutow
Julio and Vera Segovia
David and Beth Shaw
David Slagel
The Rubin Family Foundation
David and Tracy Warren
John and Mary Witte
Greg Yakim

Thank you all for your contributions!

We have made every effort to be accurate in our recognition. If, however, we have misspelled your name, please accept our apology and contact us so that we may correct it. This list recognizes donor gifts received during the period of July 1, 2019 – June 30, 2020.